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Abstract— These days we can follow vehicles utilizing numerous applications which aides in verifying individual vehicles, open 

vehicles, feet units and others. Moreover there is a quick increment in the event of the Road mishap. In this survey paper for the 

above titled project we will build and design and application for vehicle collision avoidance and obstacle detection.   

I. INTRODUCTION  

Vehicle mishap has become intense now daily. When examined, it has been discovered that a considerable lot of the 
mishaps occur because of drivers' inability to stop the vehicle at the ideal time. At times the people on foot can't go across a 
street at the correct time. Specialists have discovered that almost 35% individuals kick the bucket from mishap of which 98% 
bite the dust because of lethal street mishaps. Numerous vehicle enterprises have presented man-made consciousness 
framework in the vehicles to lessen such mishaps. Be that as it may, this framework is muddled and cost prerequisite is high. 
Subsequently, mass individuals still stay in the danger of mishaps. This restriction has drawn the convergence of this 
examination. This examination depicts how a modest clever framework configuration can be executed to evade unexpected 
mishaps. The structure incorporates such framework that the vehicle speed consequently lessens at whatever point there is a 
potential danger of mishap.  

II. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

To overcome the existing problem we will implement a new system in which there is automatic detection of the accident. A 

impact sensor is fitted in every vehicle and when an accident occurs, signals from the impact sensor are sent to the 

microcontroller. The signal is transferred from microcontroller to the central unit using IoT platform. The GPS module 

provides the latitude and longitude coordinates of victim vehicle which are sent to the control using IoT platform. The central 

unit sends the location coordinates to the nearest ambulance and is instructed to pick up the victim. The central unit will be 

placed in a police station or a hospital that receives the signals from vehicle unit. It sends an alert message to the ambulance 

that is nearer to the location of the accident. The ambulance is also equipped with a GPS receiver for tracking of the accident 

location. This helps ambulance to reach the location in time and save the victim. 

A. Ultrasonic Sensor  

The sonar sensor is typically known as Ultrasonic Sonar Sensor. It has four pins. The pins are named Voltage Common 

Collector, Trig-pin, Echo-pin and ground-pin. The Voltage Common Collector pin represents control. This is utilized to 

catalyst the sensor. The Trig and Echo pins are associated with the smaller scale controller. As a matter of fact the sensor 

radiates a ultrasonic sound and searches momentarily to get the sound back. It records the time among sending and getting 

signals. At that point a count is made to change over the time length to separate in the program. These are utilized to 

accomplish ideal situating for precise spatial goals. Little minimal effort ultrasonic separation estimation modules like this: It 

has a viable method to detect the nearness of close by objects and the separation to them. [1] 

B. Motor Driver  

L293D is a H-connect engine IC which can run two bi-directional engines one after another. The microcontroller produces a 

low ebb and flow when it gives sign to the engine driver. With this low current engine can't run. Along these lines, engine 

drivers go about as ebb and flow speakers and they give a higher-momentum signal. This higher current sign is utilized to 

drive the engines. L293D contains two inbuilt H-connect driver circuits. In its basic method of activity, two DC engines can 
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be driven all the while, both in forward and turn around bearing. The engine activities of two engines can be constrained by 

input rationale at pins 2 and 7 and 10 and 15. Information rationale 00 or 11 will stop the 16 relating engine. Rationale 01 and 

10 will turn it in clockwise and anticlockwise ways, individually. 

C. Vibration Sensor  

Sensors used to gauge vibration come in three fundamental sorts: displacement, speed, and increasing speed. Displacement 

sensors measure changes in separation between a machine's turning component and its stationary lodging (outline). 

Displacement sensors come as a test that strings into a gap penetrated and tapped in the machine's casing, simply over the 

outside of a turning shaft. Velocity and acceleration sensors, on the other hand, measure the speed or increasing speed of 

whatever component the sensor is joined to, which is normally some outer piece of the machine outline. [1] 

D. GPS Module 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a U.S. space-based worldwide route satellite framework. It gives solid situating, 

route, and timing administrations to overall clients consistently in all climate, day and night, anyplace on or close to the Earth. 

GPS is comprised of three sections: somewhere in the range of 24 and 32 satellites circling the Earth, four control and 

checking stations on earth, and the GPS collectors claimed by clients. GPS satellites communicate signals from space that are 

utilized by GPS recipients to give three dimensional area (scope, longitude, and height) in addition to the time.[2] 

E. GSM Module 

Here a GSM versatile hand set is utilized. GSM systems are initially from the most prevalent standard for cell phones on the 

planet, GSM contrasts from its ancestors in that both flagging and discourse channels are computerized, and hence is viewed 

as a subsequent age (2G) cell phone framework. This has additionally implied that information correspondence was anything 

but difficult to incorporate with the framework. GSM is a cell arrange, which implies that cell phones associate with it via 

looking for cells in the prompt region. [2] 

F. Collison Sensor 

A collision sensor is a bit of electronic security hardware that identifies an effect through vibrations. Collision sensors are 

otherwise called effect sensors. Impact sensors are utilized in numerous modern settings, including assembling and utilities. 

The sensors are additionally utilized in customer merchandise, for example, in crash evasion and recognition frameworks in 

vehicles. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Accident avoidance system is usually more complex than we have demonstrated. But the complex systems while providing 
with some advantages often costs high and needs delicate hardware. The system which we have introduced here is more than 
enough for avoiding usual situation. For different situation the design may prove a bit less useful but at the same time if we 
consider the trade off this system is very handy to set up and is very cheap compared to the tradition accident avoidance 
systems. We believe that with the improved set of algorithm and hardware implementation this system may prove blessings for 
mass people who do not afford to buy automatic vehicles. 
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